
Capacitors over 1uf generally fail because:
1) The electrolyte dries out
2) Dielectric changes
3) Capacitor chemistry changes
4) Leads break internally/externally

Listed above are common capacitor failure modes. 
All cause a signi�cant increase in ESR (Equivalent 
Series Resistance). The Capacitor Wizard® detects 
this increase in ESR indicating the capacitor is bad 
- even if the bad part’s capacitance is normal! The 
Capacitor Wizard® won’t be fooled!!

How does it work?
The Capacitor Wizard® Reads ESR

Unique Features 

Needle sharp GOLD PLATED tips never slip 

Beeps when cap is GOOD
Long, tangle free probes

Fast analog meter 

Fastest in-circuit cap meter made!

BAD COMPARE GOOD scale 

$239.95
Only...

Order yours TODAY!

Recover your investment 
from your �rst “Tough Dog” Repair!!

Check Capacitors and Reliably

1-816-204-1357

Midwest Devices LLC
16657 E 23rd Street Suite 353 
Independence, MO USA 64055
http://www.midwestdevices.com

(Requires 4-AA batteries)

When you own a Capacitor Wizard® you can...

Spot bad capacitors  INSTANTLY  IN-CIRCUIT
Repair in MINUTES what takes others HOURS
Tame TOUGH DOGS quickly
Improve repair RELIABILITY 
Find capacitors on the verge of failure
Reduce repair time by up to 90%
First sold in 1995, it has passed the test of time










Because Capacitance Meters can be Misleading!!

Stop wasting your time checking capaci-
tance!! Seasoned technicians know BAD 
capacitors often measure NORMAL capaci-
tance. Use a Capacitor Wizard® and AVOID 
THIS TRAP!!  The Capacitor Wizard® is not a 
“capacitance” meter.  The Capacitor Wizard® 
determines a capacitor’s health by it’s ESR 
magnitude, not capacitance! ESR is the �rst 
and often ONLY indicator of a bad capaci-
tor. The Capacitor Wizard® will save a busy 
technician hours of troubleshooting time.  
Less repair time translates into 
$$$ savings for you! 

Capacitor Wizard® Owners say......
“After using the Capacitor 
Wizard® I was STUNNED 
to �nd I’d missed so many 
bad capacitors over the 
years. I even found bad 
NEW ones!”

“It’s TRUE! My technicians 
�x in minutes what took 
hours before. Please send 
6 more". 

It’s the best money I’ve 
spent on test  equipment 
in YEARS!”

“I found bad caps as soon 
as I took it out of the box! 
Didn’t even look at the 
book. Great product!”

5/18/2011
“Dear Doug,
I just got my Cap Wiz and 
it's already paid for it's 
self the �rst day! Had a +- 
15 volt switch mode 
supply, no output on the 
rails, IC / FET would not 
switch, tested all caps, 
two 47 mfd 63 V caps 
indicated bad on the Cap 
Wiz (>15 Ohms), known 
good caps tested < 0.75 
Ohms, replaced the two 
and wah lah,,,all is good!!

Thanks for your help!!! 
Randy
CARVER Audio Services”

“If you don’t use an ESR meter you
are just WASTING YOUR TIME!!”

Jim Brown, Capacitor Wizard® user
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